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All you need to stand out in the crowd is a Glob by your side. WatchAll you need to stand out in the crowd is a Glob by your side. Watch
the video to know the and visit: https://www.joyebike.com/product/glob-the video to know the and visit: https://www.joyebike.com/product/glob-
bike/bike/
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Joy e-bike is a brand with motorable vehicles which are eco-friendly &Joy e-bike is a brand with motorable vehicles which are eco-friendly &
sustainable to nature & for which we don't need registration, license,sustainable to nature & for which we don't need registration, license,
fuel etc. With innovation being an integral part, our idea is to bringfuel etc. With innovation being an integral part, our idea is to bring
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something new to the market, which can also help fight climatesomething new to the market, which can also help fight climate
change.change.
We have the following e-vehiclesWe have the following e-vehicles
- E-monster bike - e motorbikes- E-monster bike - e motorbikes
- e Bicycles- e Bicycles
- Nanu E-Sooter (Honeybee and Butterfly)- Nanu E-Sooter (Honeybee and Butterfly)
- Gen Next eScooter- Gen Next eScooter
- Kick Scooter- Kick Scooter
These are eco-friendly & sustainable to nature.These are eco-friendly & sustainable to nature.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/joy-e-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/joy-e-
bike-10870bike-10870
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